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ACRUX TR GTX BOOT
EXPLORE BIG TERRAIN

As boundaries for hikers expand,
boots that can comfortably partner
with them on the journey are an
essential tool. Built for trusted
support during technical multiday
treks, the Acrux TR GTX boot
is a lightweight option that is
comfortable, durable and designed
to support heavy loads. The best
partner a multiday hiker could ask for.
•
•

•

Support and fit - TPU
chassis provides stability
Comfort and flexibility –
Injected EVA midsole delivers
cushion and comfort
Durability and abrasion
resistance – SuperFabric ®
micro-plate technology is
extremely abrasion resistant

OVERCOMING A
DESIGN CHALLENGE
When designing the Acrux TR GTX
boot, Arc’teryx Design Manager
for Footwear, Greg Grenzke faced
an issue of balance. How could
it be lightweight and still stand
up to the elements over longer
durations like a multi day trip?
“We needed to create a boot that
could withstand the rigors of
rugged terrain, keep you protected
and comfortable, and be light
enough to help you rack up the
mileage without causing fatigue.

The challenge was working with all
those elements in mind and finding
a solution that brought them all
together. What we ended up with
is a well rounded mix that works
really well and delivers maximum
performance for the user.”
Greg Grenzke, Design Director

Activity: Hiking
Fabric:
Upper: SuperFabric ®, 3D
molded rubber toe cap, Lace
lock, 0.4mm TPU film
Sockliner: 4mm thickness
OrthoLite™ 3D molded insert
Midsole: Injected EVA, 60 Shore C

SOLID PROTECTION
IN WILD PLACES

Chassis: Midfoot and forefoot
Injected TPU, 64 Shore D

The Acrux TR GTX boot is
lightweight by design without
compromising durability. It offers
great underfoot support when
travelling on technical terrain
and carrying heavy loads. The
balance is achieved by using
micro-plated SuperFabric ® on
the upper for flexibility, agility,
comfort, and abrasion resistance.

Outsole: Vibram® Megagrip

An aggressive 5mm Vibram®
Megagrip sole provides powerful
traction on rugged terrain. Injected
EVA midsole delivers underfoot
support with long-wearing
cushion and comfort. Stability is
further increased by the raised
cuff that provides much-needed
ankle support on multiday
ventures and GORE-TEX gives
durable waterproof, breathable
protection and climate control.

Date Available: July 1, 2019
Weight:
Women’s: 470g / 16.6 oz.
(Women’s 5.5 UK)
Men’s: 550g / 19.4 oz.
(Men’s 8.5 UK)
Colours:
Women’s:

Black/
Robotica

Men’s:

Black/
Neptune
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